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changes in the past two decades, changes that have corresponded with a general renewal of interest in both disciplines after the do 1 Traditionally these disciplines had been concerned with cognitive abilities -order logic, , n, and e- systems are s-
1 p-tions with it ( 
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c-tively forecloses the possibility that motor engagement might play an h-presentation to the 
so easy a n-stance are still— i-gence pioneers—  i-cial intelligence has been challenged: it has been claimed that cogni-tion—or more broadly, intelligent action2— d-g-realization-independent algorithms in which the body serves only as 

3 The second claim rejects the view that the envi-ronment is primarily a mere regards cognition as emerging from co-operation between embodied 4 present the most vivid form of this claim in their “extended mind” thesis according to which e-- otor action is 
5 

2 This term covers cases— —in which biol i- 3  (Oxford: Oxford University  4 –  5 
Action in  (Cambridge:  
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world, the need for a representational interface between core and  
ess, and 6 m-om despite inhabiting a 7 8 Philosophically, it has become almost a commonplace to diagnose  intelligence to body, world, 9 The simplest form of this  z , non- z

l splits mind from body n-ing world and body is that of physics, explained in information- e-tween the intelligent and the physical 
6 , – –  7   8  9 -in- -“W –Zahavi,  d-foot, “On Wittgenstein on Cognitive Science,” – 
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x-  intelligence is ab-o-cessing (think: pineal gland), it treats the environment as at best a esented (or conversely as an arena for post-processing intelligent action), and it regards action merely — r-
a l-only way of connecting with the non-  ec-ogniz i- to do more than 

ization of intelli-gence before ization o-
from applying these to the explanatory Cartesianism of traditional 10  

11 i-
10  e-(Stanford:  11  –

 and -in- -  
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 In §II,  in order to highlight some of the provi-m-, s objec-
as to be able to clear the way for a prop ization of cognition r-ization of the s phenomenology in a way that is at least 

  
II  convergence betw  The  i-12 As with all of his work, 

in this text 
12  
retainetechnical terms  and  (see below), which are translated as the “at-hand” and the “to-rendered das  as “being” rather than “entity” and eliminated capitaliza- o- 
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Dasein, the 13 priority of an investigation of the being of Dasein is that Dasein is being is an for it,” , Dasein is the only being that concerns t-
Dasein so that Division One of  takes the form of an “existential analytic,” , an analysis of existence, , of the being of Daseinphenomenological analysis is what Heidegger regards as the mistak-

Dasein  – i-ce, Heidegger makes almost no men-14 There is nevertheless a clear convergence of o-m-portance of the environment, the importance of action, and the  
tations, n--case scenario (after the skeptic has that are veridical, , representations that in fact represent the  towards the world is epistemic:  this priority: that we are always essentially separated from the  

never entertain an epistemic aim that “knowing the world” 
13  14 -  a- 
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that he calls “being-in-the-
Dasein) are already in th  is e-

 15  importance, respectively, of the environment and of action), 
the being of non-Dasein -hand [das ]” corresponds broadly to the traditional philosophical idea of an obj we do n-ter anything at- r tool- -hand [has an essential “in-order-to [ - oses and that 

-hand is prior to the merely at-hand and is the that the phenomenology of Dasein -hand, -theoretical activity “has its own kind of sight” that he terms “  [ ]” and is  -in-the-world as a kind of direct— , not representationally mediated—

e-nomenal evidence” of the fact that “as being-in-the-world Dasein 
15 Dasein is as being-in-the-                                                                   
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dwells amidst the innerworldly to-hand, and not…amidst ‘sensa-, a-–  On this analysis, the to-hand is intricately involved with the being of Dasein, and it is only on the basis of a correct phenomenological analysis of the way Dasein 
Dasein as being-in-the- at of 

set of tools that afford their own non-
  

III In this section I will address the objection that Heidegger -seated anti- i-being of Dasein gs have always tacitly -
Daseinthe sense of the -at- of i-

from the scien -Dasein  
l-

res cogitans, in addition to extended ( , , in order to his z d-follow the pattern described above, attending to the extent to which ed to properly 
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non-  Heidegger the being of Dasein rom ] the being of ‘Da …in the same way as the being of the b-stance” and that rstanding how 
Dasein  gs (since it shares with 
too distant from material na  aim at his notion of   The anti- The very title——of an important collection of articles m-enology is  non- that “we [phenomenologists] 16 The essentially transcendentally idealist stance of the classical phenome-nological tradition makes a  with the sciences of the it possible to recover the insights of phenomenology within a scien- g-nitive science, and common to all the participants in the debate that I shall be following, is to (re)interpret the phenomenological analyses from  mind-independent (or Dasein-independent) existence of reality  (SZ, merely at-
16                                                                    
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mind-phenomenology of Dasein ters with beings, en--hand  (CW, 17, z i-cial intelligence, I am simply are, , two layers of interest to cognitive science: an expe-
this is o-themselves to be giving an explanation of something with an experi-
component of the  18 

, ogy of the to-hand to arrive at  possible way of making an inference from phenomenology to ena-to i n-in -hand characteriza-tions to at- n indeed - -hand, t- 
17 -- , –  18 c-terizing it, correctly in my view, as “rather trivial” ( ,  
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e-19 that it is the  and the like ( , at-hand)
20 is pri-

21 of irrelevant material as the an be im-peded by excessive rational deliberation, as in cases where one is  earch  coping characteristic of 
Dasein to-hand, modelled -hand methods,  an algorithmi--governed way consistent with its represen-

m-to-hand at-hand  skepticism plain instances of  or thesis that the phenomenology of the to-  e-
19   20 -in- -  21 

-in- -  
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-governed processes, a characterization which leaves open—at least in theory—whether there might be a , non- - -scienti r-standing of the enabling level that, by implication, might be capable of explaining phenomenological instances of  -traditional aspects of , provisionally endorsing both Connectionism22 and more recently some forms of Dynamical Systems T 23  -following entitie -sion that there are  limits to what  -following mecha-nisms, so i-
a positive relation between the Heideggerian phenomenological layer and the    licitly repre--

 implementation     
22  

 –
i-

gence, –  23 –  
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IV — i-chael Wheeler— e positive import of 
  practical real-time on- n-- tha - n-saliencies c-ons be--

that can only be stopped by something that is n -something 24 -governed representation of the tacit , 
t -coplanar points on a physical body provide -g three- -dimensional patterns of 

on is not 
24 -in- -–                                                                   
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— —ection of repre-apparently   to-hand and the at-hand as the phenomenological registrations of two extremes of a i-to-handness y- practical engagement) we have managed to t-
- to-handness  at-handness ols for things that need no longer be present in capable of engaging this mode of  ion however lies in the fact that he claims the very great majority of the repertoire of biological — —falls somewhere between these Wheeler extracts a third c  where p-25 even when s with it are characterized precisely by its - n-

not to-attention for 
25 develops the catego--ready-to- -in- -                                                                   
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infer from this kind of analysis is the existence of a distinctive third kind of cognitive system with representational components that fall e-s “minimally represen-tational  (CW, )  
 report a robot performs a standard task set (navigating to a target light 

“snap map, ze the differences between this kind of representation and a traditional (philosophical) “symbol-ic” representation: the snap map is transient, centred on the light-sensitive array ( , even “reactively,” tied i-nology that Wheeler develops it is an “action-oriented representa-tion 26  o-increa from an evoltionary perspective asks on simple organisms that transcend their i-o-
27 Here one - Preston as giving a formal (infor-

26   – –  27 See Dave Cliff, “
a--–  
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mation- 28 d-
drawn from informatio a-  
V n--hand and is 29 -example to the claim h-coping phe-a-
are independent non-phenomenological reasons for the contempo-

and Heideggerian phenomenology is doing no  i- e-nomenology of smooth coping to an enabling mechanism that also -example, one i-
28  29 t -to- m-parison with the clear the clear cases, it will be correspondingly harder to make it work for the less  
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e-a-30 , for instance, Chomsky brings to bea s s task show 31 He -data regarding children “” to map from “ ” to “ ” , “the man who is tall is in the room” *“is ”)  t-i- i-example is in n-m i-
representa 32 e s-
explanation for the implementation of a cognitive domain character-ized phenomenologically as to-and representations that characterize the at-hand or traditional  sprob
30  i- 31 ky,   32  
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c  Secondthe increasingly biological context in which the science of the ena-bling layer is—correctly in my view—of the phenomenology associated with the to-
d-ing of the role it plays in the practice of hammering, what he terms its , or “towards- ” each other, so the nail refers to a practice whose  is, in part, to -of-

“ a piece of ” , that “ ” is systematic  (SZ, –  i-i-nated by , sheltering) that , its for-the-sake-of-the  lt of any 33 (SZ,  e-( ) cognitive science he promotes is to generalize this non-paradigmatic mode of the to-hand so that it can apply to non-tool-“biological ” “a set of d  exanimal  ” Wheeler describes this as an “extension” that animals  -
33 ,” –  
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social practices  (CW, –  “extension” is warranted only on the basis of a -like, , , ( ) of the social practice interpretation of the at-hand onto 
tionary psychology34 (CW,  a-sonment there relies on making niche-dependent sensing the general case so that “each special- citly real- (CW,  o-

-called 
w
of—adaptation to—  Adaptationism however is a highly controversial position within n-35 
point to the overall design or  of an organism as an im- 36 
34 -Psychological Case against Domain-–  35 , –  36  (Cambridge: Cam- 
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Thecognitive science research to the claim that organisms are nothing -  Where—and this is the third point—there is convergence be-
explicitly by PreWhere, for instance, a non-representational case can be made in e-nological -theoretic,  “isomorphism” between phenomenology and the enabling level, cient, isomorphism is by no means necessary “intelligible interplay” between levels 37 (  This weaker “may be ” “ ” or “non-” relation at all beyond what is already contained in the idea of “enabling,” i-ble  (CW, –absence of isomorphism can yield “ ” (CW, that the enabling level is wronglweak to  e-pendent non-

38      
37  –  38 Indeed, in the cases typically preferred by the theoreticians of Heideggerian cognitive science— - -time locomotion—there  
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Conclusion 

Heideggerian phenomenological analysis is doing for cognitive the target of a cognitive science is (in part) the explanation of cogni- of “Heideggerian” ence have 
relies not on  information- So not only is there no strong -phenomenological reason

description of the , and tenta-   
 


